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When this Asia Maior issue was finalized and the Covid-19 
pandemic raged throughout the world, Kian Zaccara, 
Greta Maiorano and Giulio Santi, all children of Asia 
Maior authors (Luciano Zaccara, Diego Maiorano and 
Silvia Menegazzi), were born. We (the Asia Maior editors) 
have seen that as a manifestation of Life, reasserting itself 
in front of Thanatos. It is for this reason that we dedicate 
this issue to Kian, Greta and Giulio, with the fond hope that 
they will live in a better world than the one devastated by the 
Covid-19 pandemic.



Mongolia 2019: crisis, obstacles & achieveMents on the doMestic, 
econoMic and Foreign policy Fronts

Axel Berkofsky

University of Pavia
Axel.Berkofsky@unipv.it 

This article analyses the main issues and developments on Mongolia’s domestic, for-
eign economic and foreign policy agenda in 2019, and concludes that the country’s 
almost complete dependence on Russia and China in terms of trade and energy is 
here to stay. On a positive note, the article concludes that Mongolia’s democratical-
ly-elected institutions are able to address and reverse its president’s anti-democratic 
power-grabbing and is able to stand its ground in a decisively non-democratic and 
authoritarian neighbourhood. The resource-rich Mongolia with estimated reserves 
of copper, coal and other minerals valued at US $1-3 trillion, achieved economic 
growth close to 7% in 2019. This makes Mongolia one of the world’s fastest grow-
ing economies although the country’s economic growth rises and falls with commod-
ity prices. Adding to its economic vulnerability is its near-complete dependence on 
China. In 2019, China was – as in previous years – by far the biggest purchaser of 
Mongolian coal and copper and China buys more than 90% of its exports. In March 
2019, Mongolia experienced a constitutional controversy, which in November of the 
same year resulted in constitutional amendments. Mongolia’s hybrid political system 
remains a recipe for political stalemate and the country’s still rampant corruption 
contributes to that instability. In the year under review the country continued to 
diversify its foreign and foreign economic relations through its «Third Neighbour» 
Policy, i.e. the expansion of political, trade and economic and security relations with 
fellow democratic countries such as the US, India and Japan. 

1. Introduction

Mongolia, at times referred to in the US and the West in general, as 
a «democratic oasis», is surrounded by the authoritarian states Russia and 
China. That «oasis», it is hoped among Mongolian policymakers critical of ex-
cessive Chinese influence on Mongolia’s economy and politics, will join forces 
with the US and its Asian neighbours such as Japan and Taiwan and also India 
to counterbalance Chinese political and economic dominance in Asia. 

This is part of Mongolia’s so-called «Third Neighbour» policy. The 
term was first used in 1990 by then US Secretary of State James A. Baker 
who referred to the United States as Mongolia’s «Third Neighbour» What 
Baker intended at the time was a US policy to develop relations with Mon-
golia, providing the country with an alternative to relations with its «first» 
and «second» neighbours: China and Russia. Mongolia later adopted the 
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«Third Neighbour» policy as a strategy to expand its relations with Japan, 
the United States and India seeking to reduce its economic dependence 
on China.1 

To be sure, that is easier said than done. Mongolia heavily depends 
economically on China and as the recent past has shown is very vulnerable 
to Chinese political and economic pressure, and indeed blackmail. While 
China buys more than 90% of Mongolia’s exports, it supplies Mongolia 
with more than one-third of its imports. Mongolia’s dependence on others, 
however does not stop there: Russia provides the country with 90% of its 
energy supplies.2 

Since 1991 Mongolia’s political system has been of a hybrid nature: a 
76-member unicameral legislature with a directly-elected president. Gov-
erning power is shared by an elected president and a government which 
is elected by parliament and headed by a prime minister. It is a system of 
political cohabitation in which Mongolia’s president – very much the case 
over the last 30 years – belongs to the parliamentary opposition, and is 
authorized to veto legislation and propose his own. Such a hybrid politi-
cal system has created difficulties for governments wishing to implement 
their policy agendas, always fearful of a presidential veto. The Mongolian 
People’s Party (MPP) holds 65 out of 76 seats in the parliament (the State 
Great Khural). The Democratic Party (DP) – the party of Mongolia’s presi-
dent – currently finds itself in opposition holding just 11 seats. The posi-
tions of both prime minister and MPP chairman have been occupied by 
Ukhnaa Khurelsukh since October 2017. In the case of Mongolia, the DP 
– MPP party duopoly, has often led to political stalemate.3 That together 
with corruption has been a constant problem for Mongolia which passed 
its first constitution in 1992 after decades of communist rule. One can be 
tempted to conclude – as Mongolia scholar Julian Dierkes does – that the 
above-mentioned political stalemate by default leads to or is accompanied 
by political instability. However, that is not necessarily always the case. 
While Mongolia’s party duopoly has over the years indeed obstructed ef-
ficient decision-making and policymaking, it does have a democratically 
elected political mandate. Therefore, the party duopoly can also be cited 
as evidence that Mongolia’s democracy is functioning and that the par-
ties and politicians in power or opposition are making use of their con-

1.  Mongolia is one of the least densely populated countries in the world with 
two people living per square kilometre. It is a US$ 13.5 billion economy with a popu-
lation of a little more than 3 million. Twice as many ethnic Mongols – more than 
6 million – live in Inner Mongolia in neighbouring China (in the Inner Mongolia 
Autonomous Region of China); for details see also ‘Country Report Mongolia July 1st, 
2019’, Economist Intelligence Unit, London, UK.

2.  See ‘Mongolia CIA World Fact Book’, December 2019.
3.  See Julian Dierkes, ‘Mongolia Hamstrung by Political Paralysis and Corrup-

tion’, East Asia Forum, 1 February 2019. 
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stitutionally-granted rights and mandates. The November 2019 constitu-
tional amendments discussed below are further evidence that the system 
of checks and balances – albeit imperfect and prone to controversy – is 
functioning.The country has had 15 different cabinets since 1992, each 
lasting an average of 1.5 years.4 The current president, Khaltmaagiin Bat-
tulga, is a former wrestling champion and is, because of his populist and 
nationalist rhetoric and policies, at times described as the «Trump of the 
Steppe». He was elected in 2017, in part on a pledge to defend the coun-
try from Chinese economic and political hegemony in Asia. However, the 
Mongolian economy’s dependency on commodity exports to China will 
continue to make sure that such an objective remains difficult to achieve. 
While Mongolia is self-sufficient in oil with, almost all of its crude oil is 
exported (mostly to China) and all of its finished petrochemical products 
are imported – more than 90% from Russia. Consequently, problem-free 
relations with both China and Russia are essential to Mongolia’s economic 
stability and prosperity. 

Back in 2016, Mongolia had a good taste of what angering China 
could lead to. As a predominantly Buddhist country, Mongolia decided to 
host a visit from the Dalai Lama, to which Beijing responded immediately 
by imposing punitive tariffs on Mongolian exports. Mongolia had de facto no 
choice but to submit to Chinese blackmail politics, apologize and promise 
not to receive Tibet’s exiled spiritual leader ever again in order for Chinese 
tariffs to be revoked.5 

Economic dependence on the authoritarian China and Russia, Mon-
golia’s political leadership has decided, will continue to be counterbalanced 
by increased economic exchanges and security ties with the aforementioned 
non-authoritarian countries. Political pressure and indeed blackmail poli-
tics exerted by Beijing in the recent past has also probably done its share to 
convince the capital Ulaanbaatar to look for friends beyond its immediate 
geographic vicinity. To be sure, ties with Russia and even more importantly 
China will remain central to Mongolia’s economic stability and prosperity, 
and it is probably fair to conclude that Mongolia’s political weight and in-
fluence is not big enough for Moscow and Beijing to worry too much about 
increased political security ties with Washington and its allies.  

2. Constitutional controversy and constitutional amendments 

In March 2019, a constitutional controversy erupted when amend-
ments to the Laws on the Legal Status of Judges, Public Prosecutor’s Office 

4.  See ‘I am not a Dictator: Mongolian PM Survives Attempted Ousting’, The 
Guardian, 1 December 2018. 

5.  See James Crabtree, ‘Mongolia Needs Allies to Withstand China’s Looming 
Threat’, Nikkei Asian Review, 9 October 2019.
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and Anti-corruption was adopted in an emergency session of Parliament on 
27 March 2019. The amendments authorized Mongolia’s Judiciary Council 
and National Security Council to recommend the dismissal of judges, pros-
ecutors and the head of the country’s Anti-Corruption Agency. The new 
legislation was proposed by President Battulga and ratified by a majority 
of the ruling Mongolian People’s Party (MPP), which holds 65 out of 76 
seats in the parliament. The Democratic Party – the one to which Battulga 
belongs – as well as a minority of MPP parliamentarians voted against the 
law. Conversely, 82.1% of the lawmakers in parliament voted to amend the 
existing prosecutorial system.6 

The law was in clear violation of the principle of separation of pow-
ers, given that the National Security Council is made up of the president, 
the prime minister and the speaker of the parliament, whereas the Judicial 
General Council is appointed by the president. As a matter of fact, Battulga 
immediately used his new power to dismiss the chief justice of the country’s 
supreme court, the general prosecutor and his deputy (who supervise the 
appointment process of more than 500 Mongolian prosecutors).7 

Battulga did so in an attempt to obstruct and/or terminate ongoing 
investigations into the 49 out of 75 Mongolian parliamentarians accused of 
corruption and misuse of public funds. At the time, the President and the 
above-mentioned 82% of parliament’s lawmakers called the law a matter of 
national security and passed it within 24 hours. 

The reason why the large majority voted in favour of the laws is 
explained by the fact that 49 out of 75 Mongolian parliamentarians are 
currently under investigation by public prosecutors and the Anti-Corrup-
tion agency over allegations that they misused public funds for small and 
medium-sized enterprises and distributed the loans to businesses of their 
own choice.

In mid-November 2019 then, the constitutional crisis became a con-
stitutional opportunity. The Mongolian parliament submitted a number 
of constitutional amendments,8 aimed at strengthening the powers of the 
prime minister and equally importantly, to supersede the above-mentioned 
March 2019 legislation, the cause of the said crisis. Through these amend-
ments, the prime minister – as is the case in most parliamentary democ-
racies – will be thus armed with the authority to appoint and dismiss his 
cabinet members as opposed to parliament voting to appoint them. Parlia-
ment in turn has been given more oversight powers over the government’s 
budget as well as the authority to set up investigative committees (as a result 

6.  See Anand Tumurtogoo, ‘Mongolia’s President Is Slicing Away Its Hard-Won 
Democracy’, Foreign Policy, 29 March 2019.

7.  See Transparency International, Mongolia should Uphold the Independence of 
the Judiciary and Anti-Corruption Agency, 29 March 2019.

8.  For the second time since 1992.
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of recent high-profile corruption scandals involving lawmakers and policy-
makers, for details see below). Furthermore, the constitutional amendments 
stipulate that Mongolia’s presidents’ terms will, from 2025, be limited to 
one six-year term as opposed to the current two four-year terms.9 These 
constitutional amendments are scheduled to enter into force on 25 May 
2020, and have yet to be approved by Mongolia’s Constitutional Court.10 
Ironically, the constitutional amendments aimed at reducing the president’s 
powers and superseding the aforementioned law equipping the National 
Security Council with the authority to fire judges and prosecutors, were ap-
proved by President Battulga. This led Mongolia scholar Julian Dierkes to 
conclude that the majority Mongolian People’s Party (MPP) – struck a deal 
with the president’s Democratic Party to jointly endorse President Battulga’s 
intention to again stand in the 2021 presidential election (to be elected for 
another 6 years).11 

3. Corruption 

Mongolia’s political stability continues to be challenged by high levels 
of corruption, leading to latent political instability.12 Transparency Interna-
tional, the non-governmental organization documenting public corruption, 
ranked Mongolia 106 out of 180 countries in its 2018 Corruption Percep-
tions Index.13 In late-2018 Mongolian domestic politics were convulsed by 
a major corruption scandal related to a public-funded financing initiative 
for private businesses provided by the so-called SME Fund which offered 
low-interest loans to small and medium-sized private companies. It turned 
out that the large majority of firms receiving loans from the SME Fund in 
2016 and 2017 had financial connections14 as well as family ties with gov-
ernment officials from both the governing and oppositions parties. Another 
corruption scandal, the so-called «60 billion case», involved politicians from 
the Mongolian People’s Party (MPP) and relates to audio recordings during 
the 2016 election campaign, which revealed that political posts had been 
assigned in return for financial donations. These revelations led to a leg-

9.  See ‘Mongolia Amends Constitution in Bid to End Political Instability’, Reu-
ters, 15 November 2019.

10.  For further details see also Julian Dierkes, ‘Constitutional Amendments 
Adopted’, Mongolia Focus, 15 November 2019.

11.  See Julian Dierkes, ‘Preserving the Political Status Quo in Mongolia’, East 
Asia Forum, 10 January 2020.

12.  See Julian Dierkes, ‘Corruption is a Cancer that Mongolia Can’t Cut out’, 
East Asia Forum, 12 January 2018.

13.  See ‘Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index 2018’, (htt-
ps://www.transparency.org/cpi2019). 

14.  Received bribes.
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islative shutdown for two months from November 2018 to January 2019. 
In November 2018, Prime Minister Ukhnaa Khurelsukh and his cabinet 
survived parliament’s attempt to oust them over the aforementioned cor-
ruption scandal.15 Following these scandals, Mongolia has pledged to seek 
to tackle and reduce corruption. Accordingly, with the endorsement of the 
Mongolian authorities, the US is assisting Mongolia by among other ways, 
retraining its judges and prosecutors.

4. The mining business and Oyu Tolgoi mining project

Foreign direct investment (FDI) in Mongolia’s extractive industries 
– copper, gold, coal, molybdenum, fluorspar, uranium, – has over the last 
decade fundamentally transformed Mongolia’s economy away from its de-
pendence on herding and agriculture. FDI in Mongolia from 1990 to 2018 
amounted to roughly US$ 24 billion, more than 70% of which came from 
the mining sector. With immense reserves of copper, coal and other miner-
als valued at US$ 1-3 trillion, Mongolia became one of the fastest growing 
economies in the world.16 Thanks to the country’s mining business boom, 
its economic growth reached a staggering 17% in 2011 and FDI connected 
to the mining sector poured into Mongolia. At the time, the country was re-
ferred to as «Minegolia» and by 2013 the country’s GDP per capita reached 
US$ 4,400 (today it is lower than this, roughly US$ 4,100). After three years 
of double-digit growth driven by the mining revenues (2011-2013), howev-
er, commodity prices together with Mongolia’s economic growth collapsed. 
By 2016, growth had fallen to 1.2% and the country had to ask for a bail out 
by the International Monetary Fund (IMF). All this was accompanied by a 
financial and fiscal economic s as the Mongolian tugrik’s freefell collapsed 
against the US dollar by close to 80% between March 2013 and January 
2017. Within a five-year span, FDI in Mongolia fell from US$ 4.5 billion to 
just US$ 94 million in 2015.17

During 2018 and 2019 the price for cooper and coal18 recovered and 
with it Mongolia’s copper and coal export earnings. Export earnings from 
coal over the first three months of 2019 reached US$ 644 million, more 

15.  For details see also ‘Cornered by Corruption’, Economist Intelligence Unit,16 
January 2019.

16.  See Tsolmon, Baatarzorig, Ragchaasuren, Galindev, Helene Maisonnave, 
‘Effects of Ups and Downs of the Mongolian Mining Sector’, Environment and Develop-
ment Economics Vol. 23 Special Issue No.5 October 2018, pp. 527-542.

17.  See Nicholas Muller, ‘Mongolia’s New Mining Boom’, The Diplomat, 22 Oc-
tober 2019.

18.  Since 2017, Mongolia’s coal exports have become more profitable than the 
country’s copper exports, thanks to the rising price of coal and strong demand from 
China. 
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than 25% compared to 2018. China imported more coal from Mongolia 
when it decided to reduce imports from Australia (Chinese-Australian rela-
tions deteriorated dramatically during 2019).19 

The Oyu Tolgoi mine (also referred to as OT), located in the south-
ern part of the Gobi Desert roughly 550 kilometres south of Mongolia’s 
capital Ulaanbaatar and 80 kilometres north of the Chinese border, is the 
crown jewel of Mongolia’s mining industry. The mine’s operator Rio Tinto 
has become Mongolia’s biggest taxpayer and the mining project employs 
more than 15,000 workers, of whom more than 90% are Mongolian. Fur-
thermore, the project supports another 45,000 jobs indirectly. Indeed, it 
is hard to overstate the importance of the Oyu Tolgoi mining project for 
Mongolia’s economy. By the time the mine is fully operational, it will be the 
world’s third-largest copper mine, with an estimated life of 50 years. It is 
by far the biggest foreign investment ever made in Mongolia and the costs 
so far amount to US$ 11.9 billion (and will cost billions more before the 
construction is completed). However, Mongolia has yet to resolve questions 
related to ownership of the Oyu Tolgoi mining project. OT is jointly owned 
by the government of Mongolia, 34%, and Turquoise Hill Resources, 66%, 
of which Rio Tinto owns 51%.20 Access to what is one of the largest cop-
per deposits in the world will make an important contribution to economic 
growth in Mongolia, which relies on mining revenues to fund more than 
30% of the country’s national budget. Production from the surface part of 
the mine began in 2013. The underground expansion has been delayed by 
difficult ground conditions and extraction will go as deep as 1.3 kilome-
tres. The completion of that phase – expected to increase production from 
125,000-150,000 tons of copper concentrate a year to 550,000 tons – has 
already been delayed by more than two years and is now (notwithstand-
ing further delays) scheduled to be completed by May 2022 at the earliest. 
Expected costs for that phase have risen by roughly US$ 1.9bn from the 
original estimate of US$ 5.3 billion.

And there are other Mongolian mines with enormous resources. The 
Khushuut coal mine, for example, located in the Khovd Province. Since 
2007, the Khushuut mine has been controlled by the Mongolia Energy Cor-

19.  The year in which Australia, together with other countries, began to ex-
press its concerns over human rights abuses in the Chinese province of Xinjiang, and 
accused Beijing of seeking to recruit and plant a spy in the Australian parliament as 
well as when it continued to ban the Chinese telecommunications company Huawei 
from supplying equipment to Australia’s 5G mobile network. All of this of course was 
dismissed as «hysteria» and «unfounded allegations» in Beijing and led the Chinese 
political leadership to retaliate economically by reducing coal imports from Australia. 
For details see e.g. Christina Zhou, ‘China-Australia Relations Became Complex in 
2019 with Spy Claims and Human Rights Abuses’, ABC News, 7 January 2020. 

20.  For details of the agreement see ‘Oyu Tolgoi Investment Agreement be-
tween the Government of Mongolia and Rio Tinto International Holdings Limited’, 
Turquoise Hill, 6 October 2009. 
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poration (MEC), a Hong Kong-based company. The volume of coal export-
ed to China from Khushuut in 2018 reached 36.2 million tons, of which 
27.7 million tons was coking coal, above all for use in China’s steel industry. 
Estimated to have reserves amounting to 460 million tons of coking coal, 
it is among the largest reserves in Asia. And then there is the Tavan Tolgoi 
coal mine, like the Oyu Tolgoi mine also located in the Gobi Desert. It is one 
of the world’s largest untapped coking and thermal coal deposits. It has a 
total estimated resource of 6.4 billion tons, one-third of which is high-grade 
hard coking coal.21 Mongolian miners, however, must deal with tempera-
tures ranging from minus to plus 40 Celsius in the Gobi Desert, which is 
why mining is limited to the period March to November. Most other min-
ing-rich regions on the other hand operate all year round. Mongolians have 
long complained about the inability of its leadership to allow larger parts 
of the population to benefit from the country’s natural resources. Opinion 
regularly shows overwhelming support for the public ownership of natu-
ral resources, and the November 2019 constitutional amendments include 
provisions which stipulate that the Mongolian people must receive major 
benefits from the country’s «strategic deposits», in essence Mongolia’s main 
copper and coal mines. How exactly such a provision will be translated into 
reality remains yet to be seen. 

4.1. Renegotiating the terms

In April 2019, a group of parliamentary lawmakers requested the re-
negotiation of the OT mining contract terms in order to increase the state’s 
ownership stake.22 In addition, they sought to review the 2015 so-called Dubai 
Agreement, which created the legal basis for the underground extension of 
the project. The group of lawmakers submitted a 200-page review to Mongo-
lia’s National Security Council and a parliamentary standing committee on 
economic matters.23 At the end of November 2019, parliament completed 
a two-year investigation with a resolution demanding improvement to the 
terms of the two most important contracts governing the project: the first, 
surface-mine phase signed in 2009 and the second signed in Dubai in 2015 
which gave Rio Tinto the go ahead to work on the underground mine. The 
Mongolian parliament and government are aiming to reduce the interest 
rates on loans it uses to fund its share of development costs. The government 
does not receive any dividends from its 34% stake in the Oyu Tolgoi mine and 
is obliged to repay the funds borrowed from Rio Tinto to finance its invest-

21.  See Vinicy Chan, Dinesh Nair, Carol Zhong, Julia Fioretti, ‘Mongolia’s 
Tavan Tolgoi Ramps Up Work on $ 1 Billion Hong Kong IPO’, Bloomberg, 30 Oc-
tober 2019.

22.  See Munkhchimeg Davaasharav, ‘Mongolia Lawmakers Seek to Rewrite 
Oyu Tolgoi Deal’, Reuters, 5 April 2019.

23.  See ‘Mongolia Seeks Better Terms for its Vast Mining Project’, The Econo-
mist, 26 November 2019. 
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ment. At the current pace of debt repayment, it is estimated that the govern-
ment will not receive any dividends before 2030 at the earliest. Furthermore, 
the government is requesting Rio Tinto to build a power plant to provide 
electricity for the mining complex.24 Until a planned local power plant comes 
on stream (estimated for 2023 at the earliest) the Oyu Tolgoi mine will con-
tinue to pay about US$ 130 million for electricity to Chinese providers annu-
ally. If all of the above-mentioned parliamentary recommendations were to be 
implemented and the contract terms changed, this could inject further uncer-
tainty into the regulatory environment and possibly further delay the imple-
mentation of the mining development’s second phase.25 The US government 
holds a 35% American equity-ownership stake in the Oyu Tolgoi mine and in 
mid-2019 US Ambassador to Mongolia Michael Klecheski described OT as a 
«bellwether» for foreign investors.26 What he meant was that the OT mining 
project is a test as to whether Mongolia – together with foreign investors – will 
be able to fully exploit its estimated US$ 1-3 trillion mineral wealth.

5. Growth, debts and resource curse

The health of Mongolia’s economy is heavily dependent on global 
commodity market prices. When the first contract between the Mongolian 
government and Rio Tinto was signed in 2009, copper from the Oyu Tol-
goi mine was expected to add 5% per year to the country’s annual growth 
rate between 2013 and 2020. But then the price for copper collapsed and 
fell by almost 50% between 2011 and 2015. While Mongolia’s economic 
growth reached an eyebrow-raising 17% in 2011 (before the price for cop-
per collapsed), it sank to 1.2% in 2016. As a result of collapsing copper 
prices, Mongolia had to be bailed out twice by the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF), in 2009 and 2017. In 2017, Mongolia received a three-year 
IMF-led bail-out, in the form of an Extended Fund Facility (EFF). This 
consisted of contributions from the IMF (US$ 434.3 million, which was 
distributed in Mongolia until late 2019), US$ 3 billion from bilateral do-
nors, and contributions from the Asian Development Bank and the World 
Bank. The 2017 bail-out has eased the pressure on Mongolia’s fiscal ac-
counts by helping to fulfil some of the country’s external public-debt ob-
ligations due in 2019. 

Thanks to stable prices for commodities, 2019 was a very good year 
for Mongolia’s economy and growth rates According to the Asian Develop-

24.  See Neil Hume, ‘Mongolia Says Rio-led Copper Projects will go Ahead’, The 
Financial Times, 26 November 2019.

25.  At the end 2019, negotiations between the Mongolian government and Rio 
Tinto on the contract terms were ongoing.

26.  See Roncevert Ganan Almond, ‘Can Mongolia Shape the World Once 
Again?’, The Diplomat, 7 July 2019.
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ment Bank (ADB) high copper prices Mongolia’s fiscal position has in 2019 
significantly improved as the deficit declined from 15.3% of GDP in 2016 
to a surplus of 2.6% in 2018 and 3.4% from January-July 2019.27 However, 
according to World Bank statistics Mongolia’s current total external debt – 
both public and private – amounts close to US$ 30 billion, more than dou-
ble the amount of its US$ 13.5 billion economy. In 2018 the government 
announced a sovereign wealth fund.28 However, the establishment of the 
fund was delayed (now scheduled to take place sometime in 2020) due to a 
legislative backlog caused by the 2018 corruption scandals. The envisioned 
fund is called Future Heritage and the government has announced it will be 
set up with an estimated US$ 219 million initial capital. An additional US$ 
400 million will be added each year thereafter.29 Like similar funds in other 
countries, it is envisaged that it will be used to stabilize fiscal expenditure in 
the event of revenue volatility – something to which Mongolia is vulnerable 
on account of its dependence on external demand for commodities, above 
all coal and copper.

Mongolia’s attempt to expand trade and investment ties with coun-
tries other than China (above all the US, Japan and India, for details see 
below) is part of the country’s efforts to disengage itself from what is re-
ferred to as «resource curse», i.e. the concept that countries with enormous 
natural resources find themselves highly vulnerable to economic boom-bust 
cycles.30 The «resource curse» (also referred to as «resource trap») is a para-
doxical situation, in which countries with an abundance of non-renewable 
natural resources experience low economic growth or even economic con-
traction. This situation occurs when a country focuses all of its production 
means on a single industry, such as mining or oil production, neglecting 
investment in other industrial sectors. As a result, the country in question 
becomes overly dependent on the price of commodities, and the overall 
GDP becomes extremely volatile – as was the case in Mongolia between 
2011 and 2015 when the price for copper collapsed. 

6. Suspicious of and depending on China 

Mongolians have cherished their democracy ever since its «democrat-
ic revolution» of 1990, after decades of Soviet Union influence and hegem-

27.  See ‘The World Bank in Mongolia – Overview’, 10 October 2019.
28.  See ‘Mongolia to Establish Sovereign Wealth Fund’, Mongolian News Agency, 

1 October 2018.
29.  Funding for the wealth fund will above all be generated from mining roy-

alty fees, dividends of government shares, revenues from oil and natural gas produc-
tion sharing agreements.

30.  See Lucy Hornby, ‘Mongolia: Living from Loan to Loan’, The Financial 
Times, 12 September 2016.
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ony. Therefore it is no surprise that they are fundamentally suspicious of 
communist China, for decades having been subject to Soviet influence and 
interference in Mongolian politics until the country’s transition to democ-
racy 30 years ago.31 Indeed, Mongolia’s involvement in China’s Belt and 
Road Initiative (BRI) is – at least for the time being – limited and even 
if the country is in desperate need for infrastructure, opinion polls reveal 
that the majority of the Mongolian people is opposed to depending too 
much on Chinese BRI infrastructure investments. However, Mongolia’s de-
pendence on China as its main buyer of commodities could not be great-
er. China receives roughly 90% of all Mongolian exports: coal, copper and 
other ores, crude oil, and unprocessed cashmere. At the same time, China 
supplies Mongolia with more than one-third of its imports and is also the 
country’s single largest foreign investor. China has been building or fund-
ing hundreds of coal-fired power plants in Asia and elsewhere. Coal’s share 
of China’s total energy consumption amounts to roughly 60% and it today 
consumes more coal than the rest of the world combined.32 Consequently, 
unless there is a major and abrupt economic slowdown in China, it will con-
tinue to import coal on a large scale from Mongolia.

Indeed, China will in the years ahead continue to remain Mongolia’s 
largest export market, and Beijing’s financial and technical assistance under 
China’s Belt and Road Initiative will ensure that economic and trade ties 
with China remain central. Mongolia’s inclusion in the BRI encompasses 
Chinese investments in Mongolian transport links. To be sure, Beijing, as 
previously mentioned, has never failed to punish Mongolia economically 
whenever it dared to «misbehave» politically («misbehave» obviously as de-
fined by Beijing). 

Indeed, it probably does not do justice to the overall quality of 
Mongolian-Chinese relations to conclude that Beijing will always and by 
default resort to economic and/or blackmail politics in order to address 
disagreements and conflict between the two countries. Specifically, the im-
position of tariffs on Mongolian exports in 2016 after hosting the Dalai 
Lama is not necessarily representative of how China will deal with Mon-
golia in the case of disagreements and bilateral conflict. It should not go 
unmentioned that a very harsh reaction to hosting the Dalai Lama – from 
Beijing’s perspective a separatist challenging China’s territorial integrity – 

31.  For an excellent analysis of Mongolia’s contemporary history, politics and 
its transition to a democracy see Michael Dillon, Mongolia. A Political History of the 
Land and its People, London: I.B. Tauris Bloomsbury 2018. See in particular chapter 
6 (‘Democratic Revolution: Mongolia after the Collapse of Soviet Power’) and chap-
ter 9 (‘The Mongols and China: Inner Mongolia and Ulaanbaatar’s Relations with 
Beijing’).

32.  For details see also ‘How is China’s Energy Footprint Changing’, China 
Power Project, Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) Washington D.C. 10, 
February 12 2020.
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falls under what Beijing defines as defending the country’s non-negotiable 
‘core interests.’33 

Furthermore, Mongolia is not alone in finding itself subject to Chi-
nese pressure and sanctions.34 In 2016, China temporarily interrupted ba-
nana imports from the Philippines after the Permanent Court of Arbitration 
(PCA) ruled that China’s territorial claims over much of the South China 
Sea have no legal basis. It also ruled at the time that China cannot claim 
what it calls ‘historical rights’ over territories in the South China Sea that 
are also claimed by a number of other countries, among them the Philip-
pines (which in 2013 submitted the case to the PCA). 

In July 2019 Beijing reminded Mongolia that teaming up with China’s 
rivals does not go unnoticed. It warned Mongolia not to «misbehave», on this 
occasion by teaming up with Washington on a level too close for comfort for 
Beijing. President Battulga had just announced the adoption of the (below-
mentioned) strategic partnership with the US. Beijing reacted by ordering 
its state-controlled media to warn Mongolia that it would sooner or later fall 
under Chinese suzerainty. This in turn led to concern among some Mongo-
lian policymakers and lawmakers that the strategic partnership with Washing-
ton would inevitably be interpreted in Beijing as a provocation as well as an 
act directed against it. Conversely, some in Mongolia’s law and policymaking 
circles critical of Chinese meddling in Mongolia’s internal affairs were also 
concerned that the government was caving in to Chinese pressure to avoid 
the impression that Ulaanbaatar was developing Mongolia’s relations with 
Washington at the expense of those with China. These same circles cited Chi-
nese government speeches which, in their view, indicated that the year 2049 
– the 100th anniversary of the foundation of the People’s Republic of China 
(PRC) – will be the year when Mongolia (together with Taiwan) is absorbed by 
Beijing.35 Of course, all this was in line with the usual pattern of Chinese-style 
interference and threats to play by Chinese rules or face the consequences.

33.  China has decided that Tibet, Taiwan and large parts of the South China 
Sea are integral and indisputable parts of Chinese territory and at the center of Chi-
na’s ‘core interests’. Consequently, challenging China’s territorial claims has in the 
past led and will continue to lead in the future to harsh sanctions imposed on those 
who ‘dare’ to contest the definition and expansion of Chinese national territory as 
defined by China. For an analysis on China’s ‘core interests’ see e.g. Shaun Breslin, 
Jinghan Zeng, ‘Securing China’s Core Interests: The State of the Debate in China’, 
International Affairs 91 (2) March 2015, pp. 245-266.

34.  For details see also Suisheng Zhao, ‘China and the South China Sea Arbi-
tration: Geopolitics versus International Law’, Journal of Contemporary China, Volume 
27, 2018, pp.1-15.

35.  See Michael Green, ‘The United States Should Help Mongolia Stand up to 
China’, Foreign Policy, 26 September 2019. The US scholar (and former Senior Direc-
tor for Asian affairs at the US National Security Council, NSC) Michael Green bases 
his conclusions on numerous conversations with Mongolian scholars, lawmakers and 
policymakers in Mongolia in 2019.
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6.1. China-Russia-Mongolia Economic Corridor (CMREC)

In 2014, Chinese President Xi Jinping announced the establish-
ment of the China-Mongolia-Russia Economic Corridor (CMREC) as part 
of the Belt and Road Initiative’s (BRI) objective to develop infrastructure 
and industrial projects to establish free trade and economic cooperation 
zones in cross-border cities. The China-Mongolia Cross-border Economic 
Cooperation Zone from Erenhot (in the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Re-
gion along the Sino-Mongolian border) to Zamiin Uud (in the Dornogovi 
Province in south eastern Mongolia) and the Northern Railway Corridor 
which extends railway network connections between Mongolia, Russia 
and China can be cited as examples. In June 2016 then, China, Mongo-
lia and Russia signed another agreement to build an economic corridor 
to increase transport links between the three countries. Among others 
they agreed to cooperate in transport infrastructure connectivity and port 
construction.36 It was announced that Mongolia would be used as what is 
referred to as a «transit corridor»’ to facilitate oil and gas deliveries from 
Russia to China. 

Russia in turn announced in September 2019 that it would provide 
Mongolia with a US$ 1.5 billion fund to build infrastructure The Mongolian 
President Battulga pledged to use the funds to build new railroads in order 
to further expand coal and mineral exports to Russia. Battulga also plans 
to build a Mongolian terminal in a Russian port in order to facilitate the 
exporting of natural resources through Russia. At a joint ceremony to mark 
the occasion, Russian President Vladimir Putin and his counterpart Bat-
tulga signed a permanent treaty on friendly relations and comprehensive 
strategic partnership. Part of that partnership is Moscow’s commitment to 
continue modernizing the Ulaanbaatar Railway in order to increase freight 
traffic along the CMREC.37 

7. Relations with the US

In April 2019 the US Congress took the initiative to strengthen trade 
and investment ties with Mongolia when it submitted the so-called «Mongo-
lia Third Neighbor Trade Act».38 That act authorizes duty-free treatment for 
certain articles imported from Mongolia, namely cashmere wool. Mongolia 
produces over a third of the world’s raw cashmere, but most Mongolian 

36.  See ‘China, Russia, Mongolia Ink Economic Corridor Plan – Xinhua’, Reu-
ters, 24 June 2016. 

37.  See Russia, ‘Mongolia Sign New Treaty To Bring Partnership To Whole 
New Level’, Radio Free Europe, 3 September 2019.

38.  See Congress of US, 116th US Congress (2019-2020), H.R. 2219 – Mongolia 
Third Neighbor Trade Act. 
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raw cashmere is exported to China, and the US in turn buys nearly all of its 
cashmere products from China. 

In June 2019, Mongolia and the US co-sponsored the 17th iteration of 
Khaan Quest, a military exercise simulating United Nations peacekeeping 
operations involving military troops from 31 countries. Roughly 10% of Mon-
golia’s armed forces are currently serving in UN peacekeeping operations. 
US-Mongolian military interoperability has been tested and strengthened 
through contributions to US-led military and coalition campaigns in Afghan-
istan and Iraq from 2003-2009.39 The following month, Mongolia and the 
US signed a bilateral Strategic Partnership Agreement. Mongolia has in the 
recent past adopted strategic partnerships with four other countries, namely 
Russia in 2006; Japan in 2010; China in 2014; and India in 2015. Through 
the bilateral agreement Washington and Ulaanbaatar pledge to strengthen 
security cooperation in the Indo-Pacific region, promote international law 
and transparency and the protection of human rights, media and internet 
freedom. The timing of the agreement’s adoption complemented the US De-
partment of Defense’s May 2019 Indo-Pacific Strategy report, which refers 
to Mongolia as one of the «democracies in the Indo-Pacific, that are reliable, 
capable, and natural partners of the United States».40 

Furthermore, in July 2019 both countries agreed to cooperate in the 
area of law-enforcement, to strengthen cooperation in multilateral engage-
ments such as peacekeeping, humanitarian assistance, disaster prepared-
ness and relief operations, and pledged to expand trade and investment 
relations.41 The US-Mongolia strategic partnership furthermore aims at 
strengthening Mongolia’s economic security by increasing the flow of for-
eign direct investment, supporting small and medium enterprises (SMEs), 
involving state-owned enterprises, and further exploring emerging new 
markets such as technology, science, and space exploration.42 Finally, the 
June 2019 bilateral strategic declaration calls for the utilization of the US 
International Development Finance Corporation (DFI), the US develop-
ment bank. Among others, the DFI offers debt financing programmes, eq-
uity financing, political risk insurance as well as technical assistance and 

39. From 2003 to 2009, Mongolia contributed in ten rotations a total of 1,200 
troops to the Polish-led military operation «Multinational Division South-Central 
Iraq». In 2009, Mongolia deployed 115 troops to Afghanistan, where they contrib-
uted to the operations «Enduring Freedom» and «International Security Assistance 
Force.» For further details see e.g. Christopher Pultz, ‘The Role of Peacekeeping in 
Mongolia’s Military Strategy: A New Paradigm for Security’, Asia Policy, No. 17, 2014, 
pp. 127-146. 

40.  See US Department of Defense, DOD Releases Indo-Pacific Strategy Report, 
31 May 2019.

41.  See US Department of State, Declaration on the Strategic Partnership between 
The United States of America and Mongolia, 31 July 2019.

42.  See Bolor Lkhaajav, ‘US Becomes Mongolia’s 5th Strategic Partner’, The 
Diplomat, 5 August 2019. 
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development in developing and emerging economies (e.g. Mongolia). 
During his visit to the US in July 2019 Mongolian President Battulga 

raised the above-mentioned expansion of security cooperation with Wash-
ington in the Indo-Pacific by announcing that Mongolia will become an ac-
tive contributor to the May 2019 US Indo-Pacific Strategy. While it would be 
unwise to overestimate Mongolia’s geo-political and geo-strategic influence 
and impact on Asian security, its endorsement of Washington’s Indo-Pacific 
Strategy would not be welcome in either Moscow or Beijing. Not least be-
cause China and Russia see themselves as the «target» of that strategy: a 
US-driven containment strategy, supported by the expansion of bilateral 
security with Japan, India, Australia. 

In August 2019, US Secretary of Defence Mark Esper visited Mongo-
lia. Washington’s strategy to intensify its ties with Mongolia has to be un-
derstood in light of the fact that Mongolia is bordered by the two countries 
which the US Pentagon identifies as posing the greatest long-term threat 
to the United States: Russia to the north and China to the south. Esper 
announced that Washington plans to increase its trade ties with Mongolia 
to help the country reduce its dependency on China. He also discussed 
the possibility of expanding joint US – Mongolian military training.43 In 
the past, Mongolia has contributed to the US-led military operation in Af-
ghanistan and today continues to allow US military troops to conduct cold-
weather training on Mongolian territory.44

8. Ties with Tokyo

In 2015, Japan became Mongolia’s first «third neighbour». The rap-
idly increasing Chinese political and economic influence in the region has 
encouraged Japan to develop new political and economic alliances, and 
Mongolia is one the countries with which Tokyo is planning to upgrade its 
ties. Back in October 2015, Japan and Mongolia signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU), which among others agreed to jointly develop min-
ing and infrastructure at Tavan Tolgoi, the country’s biggest coal mine.45 In 
the same year, Japan and Mongolia also adopted a free trade agreement.46 
Over the first two years since the agreement entered into force in June 2016, 

43.  See Lara Seligman, ‘In Rare Mongolia Stop US Defense Secretary Get an 
Unusual Gift’, Foreign Policy, 8 August 2019.

44.  See Mendee Jargalsaikhan & Julian Dierkes, ‘US Offensive Toward Mongo-
lia’, Mongolia Focus, 28 August 2019.

45.  See Lkhaajav Bolor, ‘Mongolia’s Third Neighbor Policy Blooms’, The Dip-
lomat, 28 March 2016.

46.  The Japan-Mongolia Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA). The agree-
ment went into force in June 2016; for details see ‘Japan-Mongolia Economic Part-
nership Agreement (EPA)’, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, 3 June 2016. 
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Japanese-Mongolian bilateral trade volume increased by a very impressive 
72%. By the end of 2018 it amounted to US$ 98.5 million.47

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzō Abe in 2015 also announced he 
would reduce tariffs on Mongolian exports and provide the Mongolian gov-
ernment with an additional US$ 330 million in loans at 0.1% annual inter-
est for the construction of a new international airport in Ulaanbaatar.48 In 
March 2016 Japan’s Marubeni Corporation won the Tavan Tolgoi Power 
Plant project tender to build a power plant adjacent to Tavan Tolgoi. Coal 
resources at Tavan Tolgoi, one of the world’s largest untapped coking and 
thermal coal deposits located in the Umnugovi Province in southern Mon-
golia, are estimated to amount to 6.4 billion tons, one quarter of which is 
high quality coking coal.49 

In mid-2019 Tokyo turned to Mongolia for support in its efforts to 
resolve the so-called «abduction issue»: Tokyo’s attempts to receive cred-
ible as opposed to bogus information from Pyongyang on the fate of those 
Japanese citizens kidnapped by North Korean secret service agents in the 
1970s.50 Mongolia’s friendly relations with Pyongyang, Tokyo hopes, will 
help Japanese efforts to resume a dialogue with Pyongyang on the matter.51 
In June 2019, Tokyo was planning to talk to Pyongyang on the side-lines of 
the the annual Ulaanbaatar Dialogue on Northeast Asian Security.52 Pyong-
yang, however, cancelled its participation and the Mongolian-brokered Jap-
anese-North Korean encounter did not take place. But by mid-2018 Mongo-
lia had sought to facilitate Japanese-North Korean talks.53 Like its previous 
attempts, however, their efforts were not successful.

Finally, Japan in 2019, as in previous years, has been Mongolia’s larg-
est donor of development aid, charging just 1% interest for Japanese loans. 

9. Strengthening Ties with India

India’s prime minister Narendra Modi became the country’s first 
prime minister to visit Mongolia in 2015. At the time the visit was inter-

47.  See ‘Japan-Mongolia Trade Turnover up by 71.2 percent as result of FTA’, 
Mongolian News Agency, 11 April 2018. The data for bilateral trade for the year 2019 
is not yet publicly available. 

48.  Scheduled to be completed by mid-2020.
49.  See Erdene Kash, ‘Japan’s Marubeni Wins Tavan Tolgoi Power Plant Invest-

ment Tender’, The UB Post, 2 March 2016. 
50.  Which Pyongyang in 2002 officially admitted.
51.  See ‘Japan Seeks Cooperation from Mongolia in North Korean Abduction 

Issue, Denuclearization’, Japan Times, 16 June 2019. 
52.  See Jo He-rim, ‘Tokyo’s Attempts at Talks Fails as Pyongyang Skips Ulaan-

batar Dialogue’, The Korea Herald, 6 June 2019.
53.  See ‘Mongolia Intends to Help Realize Japan-North Korea Summit’, Kyodo 

News, 28 July 2019.
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preted as New Delhi’s attempt to strengthen relations with countries will-
ing to reduce their dependence on China. In September 2019, Battulga 
visited India with the goal of expanding already ongoing cooperation in 
the fields of infrastructure development, energy, disaster management, 
defence, security and capacity building.54 During that visit Mongolia and 
India agreed to expand bilateral trade and investment ties, including in 
the field of agricultural commodities, dairy products and animal husband-
ry, mining, information technology and pharmaceuticals. The Ministry 
of Agriculture of Mongolia and the Indian Ministry of Fisheries, Animal 
Husbandry and Dairying signed an agreement on cooperation on animal 
husbandry and dairy products. That agreement facilitates the export of 
animal raw materials to India and the import of Indian high-quality ani-
mal pharmaceuticals.55

As mentioned above, Mongolia and India adopted a strategic part-
nership in 2015 and in the framework of that partnership India announced 
during Battulga’s September 2019 visit an increase in its financial contribu-
tions to the Mongol Refinery Project by another US$ 236 million. India’s 
overall financial contributions to the project are estimated to amount to 
roughly US$ 1.2 billion, provided by an Indian soft credit line to Mongolia 
established in 2015. In February 2019, the state’s wholly- owned Mongol 
Refinery State Owned LLC signed a memorandum of understanding with 
Engineers India Ltd. (EIL) to jointly contribute to Mongolia’s first refinery 
project under construction in the Altanshiree Soum district in the south 
eastern province of Dornogovi. India’s contribution to the project is expect-
ed to help Mongolia reduce its energy dependence on China and Russia. 
When completed, the refinery will process Mongolia’s own shale crude, with 
an annual production of 560,000 tons of gasoline, 670,000 tons of diesel, 
and 107.000 tons of liquefied gas for domestic use. This production will 
also help Mongolia to reduce its refined product imports from Russia.56 The 
petrochemical refinery is expected to be completed by 2022. In addition to 
providing funds for the construction of the refinery, India is also financing 
the supporting infrastructure in the Altanshiree Soum district. So far, Indi-
an contractors have built 27 kilometres of railway line, 17.5 kilometres of 
road and 19 kilometres of power transmission lines connecting the refinery 
to already existing networks.57 

54.  See ‘Mongolian President Receives Ceremonial Reception at Rashtrapati 
Bhavan’, The Times of India, 20 September 2019. 

55.  See Government of India, Ministry of External Affairs, Joint Statement on 
Strengthening the Strategic Partnership between India and Mongolia, 20 September 2019.

56.  See Oil and Gas Journal, 11 February 2019.
57.  See ‘EIL to Soon Start Work on $1.2 Bn Mongolian Refinery Project’, The 

Economic Times, 7 October 2019.
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10. Timid in Shanghai, Active in Korea

Mongolia – at least for the time being – remains reluctant to join 
the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO58), a regional security forum 
dominated by Russia and China, as full member. Currently, Mongolia – like 
Afghanistan – has observer status and has so far resisted joint and regular 
Chinese-Russian encouragement to join the organization as full member – 
the last time being the occasion of the SCO Summit in the Kyrgyz capital 
of Bishkek in June 2019. Mongolia has had SCO observer status since 2004 
and Mongolian policymakers and lawmakers are divided between those who 
maintain that full SCO membership would increase trust and cooperation 
with Russia and China, and those who warn that membership could com-
promise Mongolia’s «Third Neighbour» policy.59 Opponents of full Mongo-
lian SCO membership furthermore point out that Mongolia’s policy priori-
ties are not compatible with those of the SCO and hence full membership is 
no added value to Mongolian foreign policies. SCO member countries put 
the fight against separatism, terrorism and extremism at the top of its joint 
policy agenda, none of which features prominently on Mongolia’s foreign 
policy agenda. Besides, with the exception of India, the image of the SCO is 
that of an «authoritarian club». Three more authoritarian countries – Iran, 
Afghanistan and Turkey – are currently seeking SCO membership, which 
leads Mendee Jargalsaikhan & Julian Dierkes to conclude that the demo-
cratic Mongolia would not do itself any favours by opting for membership 
of such an organization.60 And so far Mongolia’s leadership has proven to 
be steadfast, sending out the message that it values democracy – albeit a 
fragile version of it and as we have seen, one not immune to constitutionally 
controversial power-grabbing tactics – enough to resist Russian and Chi-
nese invitations to join an organization of largely authoritarian regimes and 
dictatorships. To be sure, China and Russia can continue to live without 
Mongolian SCO membership and are unlikely to use that membership as an 
instrument of political and/or economic power over Mongolia. Finally, op-
ponents of Mongolian SCO membership warn that the country’s too-close 
involvement in the SCO could be perceived as anti-American and anti-NA-
TO.61 Instead, they urge the government to intensify and expand the coun-
try’s «Third Neighbour Policy». 

58.  The SCO was founded in 2001 and its members are: China, Russia, Ka-
zakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and since 2017, India and Pakistan.

59.  For a comprehensive analysis on the pros and cons of Mongolian’s SCO 
membership see e.g. Anthony Rinna, ‘The Shanghai Cooperation Organisation 
and Mongolia’s Quest for Security’, Indian Journal of Asian Affairs Vol. 27/28, No. 1/2 
(2014-2015), pp. 63-80.

60.  See e.g. Mendee Jargalsaikhan & Julian Dierkes, ‘Mongolia doesn’t Need 
to Join the SCO, Mongolia Focus, 7 June 2018.

61.  See Elizabeth Wishnik, ‘Mongolia: Bridge or Buffer in Northeast Asia’, The 
Diplomat, 19 June 2019.
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On the Korean Peninsula Mongolia is seeking to make an active 
contribution to help defuse the nuclear crisis on the Korean Peninsula. 
The country was mooted as a possible location to host the first Trump – 
Kim Jong-un meeting in June 2018. Instead, Singapore was chosen as the 
venue, but Mongolian Foreign Minister Damdin Tsogtbaatar continues 
to show a strong interest in assuming a mediating role on the Korean 
Peninsula. 

Hence, expect Mongolia, thanks to its good relations with North Ko-
rea, to seek resuming its mediating role once meetings and negotiations – 
either between North Korea and the US, North Korea and South Korea or 
North Korea and Japan, resume.62

11. Conclusions

Mongolia’s economic dependence on Russia and more importantly 
China is here to stay and trade and energy ties with both countries will 
remain central for Mongolia’s economic growth and well-being. A Chinese 
economic slowdown and a further decrease of growth rates, as caused by the 
economic consequences of the ongoing corona virus crisis63 – will inevitably 
be felt in Mongolia. The re-negotiation of the Oyu Tolgoi mining project 
will continue to occupy the country’s lawmakers and policymakers in 2020, 
while Mongolia will not see the project’s (full) economic and financial ben-
efits before 2030. Calls from the public and parliament for the country’s 
wealth to be more quickly distributed have been frequent in 2019. However, 
re-negotiating the Oyu Mining project agreements with Rio Tinto are ex-
pected to be difficult and time-consuming. 

Mongolia’s hybrid political system continues to be a recipe for politi-
cal stalemate, although its constitutional amendments which equipped the 
country’s prime minister with additional powers and competencies were a 
step in the right direction to safeguard the rule of law and the principle of 
separation powers. The crisis in 2019 which preceded the constitutional 
amendments is worrying evidence that Mongolia is not immune to Presi-
dent Battulga’s strongman politics, populism and attempts to insert author-
itarian policymaking into Mongolian politics.

Either way, Mongolia is a fragile democracy but still a democracy, 
with ambitions to continue expanding relations with its «Third Neigh-
bours» the US, Japan and India in order to reduce economic dependence 
and strategic and political pressure from Russia, and more importantly, 

62.  For further details see e.g. Alicia Campi, ‘How North Korea-Mongolia Rela-
tions have Jump-Started the Korean Peninsula Peace Process’, Asia Pacific Bulletin, No. 
457, East-West Center Honolulu Hawaii February 2019. 

63.  Which most analysts think is likely although there is no agreement on the 
extent of the epidemic’s impact on Chinese economic growth in 2020.
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China. However, it is fair to conclude that Mongolia’s geopolitical might 
and reach, together with the expansion of security ties with the US, Japan 
or India, are not nearly significant enough to set off any geopolitical alarm 
bells in Moscow or Beijing.


